
Memo 
to 

Final weekend Skigo Cup 
18-19/3 2017 

Saturday: Long distans 
Sunday: Middle distans 

  Arena 
Pagla ski stadion, Boden. 
Coordinates:	 65.840444,	21.627840 
Follow orienteering sign from road 97. 

 
Parking 
Distance to event centre 0-250m. No parking fee. 

 
Bags and changings 
Changing rooms are available in Paglastugan. 

 
Startlist 
Will be published in Eventor friday evning 17/3, and 
posted on the board on arena 

 
First start time saturday: 11.00 
First start time sunday: 10.00 

 
Registration Open tracks 
Registration last10.45, start last 11.30, for the saturdays 
race and 09.45 resp. 10.30 for sunday. 

 
Bibs 
Bibs should be carried on right leg. Self service on the 
start location. 

 
Punching system 
SportIdent, number according startlist. 
Rent SI cards can be picked up in the cafeteria. 

 
Warming-up 
Warming-up in connection to start location. 

 
Course length 
Course lengths stated in the start list. 

 
Map 
Long: Scale 1:12500 M/W21, M/W18, M/W20, 1:7500 
M/W75, others 1:10000 
Middle: Scale 1:7500 M/W65, M/W75, others 1:10000 
equidistance 5 m, A4-format, Laser printed. 

 
Track system 
Track system consists largely of narrow tracks mixed 
with groomed tracks. 
Broad tracks 30% Narrow tacks 65% Snowmobile tracks 
5%  

 
Respect others exercisers that not compete. Note and 
respect the snowmobile traffic on the snowmobile tracks. 
Some extra not on the map marked snowmobile tracks 
(Not groomed) can be occur. 

 

 
All the plotted track on map are skidded last Friday and is 
at least 1.1 m wide. 

 
Corridor transitions occur that are not guarded but 
warning signs are set up to pay attention to the 
traffic. 
 
Map turnaround 
Saturday: M/W21, M/W20, M/W18, H35, H45, H16 

 
Start 
Distans between arena-start ca 1000 m, orange / white 
stripes. Both days. 

 
Middle 
Startgap 1 minute for all. The map obtained 
1 minut before. M/W18-21 15 seconds before. 
 
Long 
Startgap can vary 3-5 minute for all. The map obtained 
1 minut before. M/W18-21 15 seconds before.  

 
Open classes start with start punsch. 

 
Covers from start 
Transport of covers and shoes from the starting point the 
finish provided by the organizer. 
 
Control design 
SI unit with code number sitting on the tree trunk next to 
the hanging orienteering sign. No pin clip there!  

 
Finish 
Punch on the finish line is the official finish time.  

 
Toilet and showers 
Toilet and showers in Paglastugan. 

 
Service 
Basic service in Paglastugan, coffee, sandwich, hot dog 
etc.. 

 
Results 
Posted on the board on arena and published in eventor. 
 
Award ceremony 
Award only for total result Skigo Cup sunday immediately 
after the race. 

 
Cold limit 
M/W16 -15°C, other -17°C, information from 06.00, 
076-634 74 85 
 

   



Observera!	
Attention!	

Respektera	riskområde	och	avspärrningar	runt	skjutbanor	då	skjutning	kan	förekomma.	
Avspärrningar	finns	endast	på	kartans	markerade	spår.	

	
Respect	the	danger	area	and	cordons	around	the	shooting	range	when	shooting	may	occur.	

Cordons	are	available	only	on	the	map	marked	tracks.	
	
	
	

	


